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The Social Science Research Network (SSRN)
is an online community serving researchers
around the world. Our multi-disciplinary
eLibrary consists of scholarly research
spanning a variety of subject areas. Much of
this research is showcased in thousands of
abstracting eJournals available through our site.
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What is an Abstracting eJournal?
Abstracting eJournals are emails delivered
directly to your inbox in a clean, easy-to-read
format. We have more than 1,000 eJournals
and distribute dozens of them each day.
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Why should I subscribe to eJournals?
With nearly 200,000 papers and abstracts in
our eLibrary, you’re sure to find what you’re
looking for. But, to make it easier for you,
our teams of professors and PhD candidates
review each submission’s classifications to
ensure you are getting the most relevant
research possible in each eJournal you’ve
subscribed to. Site Subscriptions enable
organizations to let their faculty members
subscribe to eJournals at a discounted price.
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1. Sign in...
Go to hq.ssrn.com and sign in to your account.
If you’re not already registered, follow the instructions to create a
new account.

SSRN is much more than just
eJournals. As a registered user,
you can also:

Share your research.

2. Join...
Once signed in, you can view your subscriptions using the
“Subscriptions” link in the side menu.
You should see your institution listed in the chart, which indicates
you are a part of the Site Subscription. If you see no organizations
listed in the chart, you may still be able to join a Subscription
manually.

With our new Simple Submission
process, uploading your papers to
the eLibrary has never been easier.
When you submit your research
to the eLibrary, your paper can be
included in up to 12 subject matter
eJournals, all of which are delivered
to thousands of subscribers
worldwide.

To do so, scroll to the bottom of the page and click the “Join”
button. Then, follow the instructions to search for your organization
and join the Site Subscription if applicable.
Search nearly 200,000 papers

3. Subscribe...
Now you are ready to subscribe to your eJournals.

in the SSRN eLibrary by title,
keywords, or author. Any paper
uploaded directly by an author
is available for worldwide free
downloading.

From the chart, choose a network, which will bring you to an
expandable list of eJournals. By using the arrows to the left of the
topic names, you can view all of the eJournal offerings within that
network.
All eJournals listed in orange are fee-based, but they are covered
by your organization’s Site Subscription. Those listed in blue are
free to all users.
To subscribe, simply check the box to the left of the eJournal
name. You can see descriptions of the eJournals by clicking on
the name.
You can manage your subscriptions at any time by returning to
this page and selecting or unselecting boxes.

View rankings information
for authors, institutions, and
papers based on download counts
and a variety of other measures.
These rankings are well-respected
sources of data amongst those
familiar with SSRN.

View an online demo at ssrn.com/demos/subscribe

